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Cycling & Walking Facilities 2019-20 

Assessment of Walking and Cycling Conditions at 
Silver Way, Montrose (Hillcrest Housing Association) 

 

We are Living Streets Scotland, part of the UK charity for 

everyday walking. We want to create a nation where walking 

is the natural choice for everyday, local journeys. 
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Introduction 
Living Streets has received funding from the Social Housing Partnership Fund for 

Improved Cycling & Walking Facilities, administered by Cycling Scotland. As part of 

this work we have reviewed and assessed conditions for walking and cycling around 

29 properties owned by Registered Social Landlords across Scotland This report 

looks at conditions for walking and cycling around the Hillcrest Housing Association 

property at Silver Way, Montrose 

Area context 
 

This property is a low-rise building on 2 levels, with multiple access points. A 

courtyard to the front of the property provides access to the building along pathways 

with dropped kerbs.  There are plants bordering the path but much of the area is 

given over to parking. Beside Silver Way is a path network [P] which runs along 

some of the route of the old railway line between the coast and Hillside.  

The project is to provide a secure bicycle store at the front of the building. [Some 

minor details have been removed from this version of the report to safeguard the 

privacy of residents]. 

The property is within a quiet cul-de-sac area (Silver Way [SW]), surrounded by other 

residential properties. The street exists within a dense network of suburban streets. 

There are parking areas close to the building. There is also on street parking with 

several cars on the street at the time the audit was conducted. There are footways 

around the properties and the density of the housing in the immediate area gives a 

feeling of security, as the footways are overlooked. 

Audit context  
 

This report highlights key observations and themes, and general observations, which 

will we consider to be helpful to the Registered Social Landlord and to Cycling 

Scotland in connection with the funding award. It also adds to knowledge on 

opportunities and barriers around cycling and walking in the local area. The 

Methodology for the audits is included in the separate document, ‘Walking and 

Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: Methodology’.  

It is also helpful to read this document in conjunction with the accompanying ‘Walking 

and Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: What Does Good look 

Like?’ which describes, using a set of key principles, the characteristics of a good 

walking and cycling environment.  
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Responsibilities and development 
 

Our urban environments are defined by interrelated features under the influence of 

many different bodies. This report is about current conditions, whatever their cause. 

Registered Social Landlords have control of some aspects of the environment, may 

only able to influence other aspects, and may in some cases have no direct influence 

at all, however this report may be useful in approaching those who do.  

It is strongly recommended that the content of this report should be checked with 

local residents, who are the real experts on quality of experience in the areas where 

they live. 

Funding for improvements to the urban environment might be available from a 

number of sources – and not only to a Registered Social Landlord or statutory 

authorities but also community led groups. Sources include: 

• Places for Everyone - advice, support and funding for the creation of 

infrastructure that makes it easier for people to walk, cycle and wheel for 

everyday journeys 

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2019/scotland/places-for-everyone/ 

• Awards for All - funding from £300 to £10,000 to support what matters to 

people and communities.  

https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/under10k 

• The Social Housing Partnership Fund for Improved Cycling & Walking 

Facilities – funding for social housing providers for new facilities that make it 

easier, more enjoyable and more accessible for people to walk or cycle:  

https://www.cycling.scot/what-we-do/cycling-friendly/social-housing-fund 

 

  

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2019/scotland/places-for-everyone/
https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/under10k
https://www.cycling.scot/what-we-do/cycling-friendly/social-housing-fund
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Map 
Where helpful the text refers - like this [SW] - to the points marked on this map. 

SW Silver Way 
P  path 
IE industrial estate 
SH local shop 
LA Langley Avenue 
NR Newhame Road 
T tunnel 
MA McNab Avenue 
RP Retail park 
BR Broomfield Road 
M Montrose centre 
TD Trail Drive 
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Observations 
Project 

  

The precise planned location for the bike parking is not known, but the area at the front of the property is well overlooked from 

windows and other properties. 

 1 a 

Immediate area   

Footways immediately surrounding the property are generally of good quality and the area is well kept.    

A parking area beside the property had cars parked so closely to the kerb that the bumpers were encroaching on the footway 

space. There was also a divan base dumped in this area which gave a sense of the area being unkempt despite the overall 

pleasantness of the cul-de-sac. 

2 c 

There is a path close beside Silver Way which a local resident identified it as ‘the cycle path’ (i.e. it has no individual name). It 

is used for cycling and walking separate from vehicle traffic – and an access to this is immediately beside the building. Access 

to the path is via a steeper dropped kerb from the car parking area onto a footway which leads down a ramp on to the path. 

3 b 

The surfaces of these are in good condition in this area. Half of the path is marked for cycling.  4  

The houses in this area are well kept with attractive gardens. The path is well overlooked in the immediate area and may 

remain relatively welcoming for use after dark (it is difficult to judge this). However, some links also involve more isolated 

sections. 

 d 
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There is a small shop [SH] on the west of this path, around 100 metres from the property. The footway, giving access to the 

shop from the path, is in poor condition with an uneven, rocky surface and small potholes. Activity around this shop may make 

use of the path (or crossing the path) more welcoming after dark, maintaining an east-west link across what might otherwise 

act as a barrier for pedestrians and people cycling after dark. A local resident explained that although the shop attracted a 

group of young people in the evenings, the area was very safe as it was mostly young families in the area. There may be 

individual sections of east-west routes, such as that defined by the car park at the shop, which are less welcoming after dark 

(perhaps after this shop has closed). 

5, 6 d 

Heading west, along Langley Avenue [LA], which heads toward a retail park [RP] and the centre of Montrose is more 

challenging to pedestrians with mobility difficulties.  There are very few dropped kerbs and during the audit there were bins 

upon the footway despite the space available in the unused parking areas. Noticeably, there was no dropped kerb near a 

parking space reserved for disability. 

The footways are of tarmac/bitmac and, for the most part, flat.  Some footways run at the rear of properties and feel more 

isolated. 

7 d 

Various links across the path provide access to residential streets to the southwest, but progress after around 400 metres on 

bicycle or on foot to the south – toward the centre of Montrose – is limited by a street design which has Newhame Road [NR] 

working as a distributor road (as opposed to a residential street), with few connections into the residential streets further south 

– so movement on foot or by bicycle is funnelled toward the A92. 

There are no signs to direct path users through the area. 

 d 

In broad terms this property is in a local area where the impression is that walking and cycling are both safe and encouraged.  

We observed numerous people walking and cycling locally around this section of the path network, with people willing to stop 

and talk, giving the area a friendly feel. The path is for the most part, well maintained with very little evidence of litter. There is 

street-lighting at regular intervals along the length of the path. 
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Wider area   

There is a retail park [RP] around 650 metres south of the property. It is possible to reach this from the property by using the 

residential streets, and a number of cut-through character paths. This route may be less welcoming after dark. Cycling to this 

supermarket may be relatively welcoming, even after dark, but the use of a small section of Newhame Road is necessary (see 

note below). Once Newhame Road has been negotiated, the path to the retail park is very pleasant. There is wide access to 

the path, even with speed barriers at road access points. There are cycle lane markings, regular street lighting and dropped 

kerb access to the shopping centre. The area is clean and tidy, overlooked and bordered by perennial shrubs. 

8  

This section of Newhame Road (required for the journey noted above) is uncharacteristically more residential and may feel 

more welcoming for people already experienced in using a bicycle on larger roads. 

Newhame Road has a footway on one side only, separated from the road by a grassy area.  There is on-street parking. 

9 d 

The link from Newhame Road to McNab Avenue [MA] could be challenging for some pedestrians.  

The vehicle access to McNab Avenue is via sweeping kerbs (with sections of dropped kerb).  There is no corresponding 

dropped kerb on Newhame Road, despite there being a bus stop there. The auditor observed two young teenagers bumping 

their bicycles down the kerb on Newhame Road in order to cross to McNab Avenue.  The closest dropped kerb, giving access 

to the footway on Newhame Road, is near the access from the A92 [A92]. 

10 d 

The edge of an industrial estate [IE] is only around 250 metres from the property to the northeast, but it is clear that this has 

been designed to be accessed by motor vehicle from the A937, Coronation Avenue  [A937] – which also has a distributor 

road design – with no active frontage, and no provision for cycling other than on the carriageway (which few people seem 

likely to consider to  be acceptable). 

11 d 

It seems likely that many people might find walking in the industrial estate to be significantly more unwelcoming after dark, 

with sections of the access roads very isolated. 

11 d 
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There is a school nearby which can be accessed from the property via the path behind the property – avoiding the need to 

use larger roads. 

The route taken by the path which runs behind the property is defined by it having previously been a railway track. While utility 

journeys on foot and by bicycle might use sections of this path it does not appear to support longer journeys toward any more 

obviously useful destinations, with it skirting the main section of the town rather than heading in this direction. It may offer a 

useful facility for leisure use, in particular facilitating a journey toward the coast. 

  

Around 400 metres south from the property the path goes beyond the residential area and into a tunnel [T] under the A92.  

The tunnel is dark and feels unwelcoming.  The area immediately beyond this has waste ground and industrial buildings on 

one side, and the A92 (raised) on the other. 

12 d 

Around 300 metres south of the A92 further progress along the path requires the negotiation of an area where roads and 

houses have been built across what would have been the route of the railway. One of the roads to be crossed carries faster 

vehicles to Broomfield Industrial Estate and the recycling centre on Broomfield Road [BR]. 

In order to rejoin the path at least 3 roads need to be crossed.  The crossing area from the entrance of the Industrial Estate is 

in very poor condition due (presumably) to the volume of industrial traffic using the road. People cycling are required to carry 

out complicated manoeuvres which require more skilled use of a bicycle (or dismounting). 

At the time of the audit, three people were observed crossing this area (one using a wheelchair), and carrying out such a 

complicated manoeuvre. They were observed crossing from a side-road area of Broomfield Road on to the Broomfield 

Industrial Estate side using the dropped kerb.  However, they then had to cross the junction at the Industrial Estate in order to 

reach their destination.  As there was no corresponding dropped kerb in this area, two of the pedestrians had to manually lift 

an adult in his wheelchair on to the kerb. The auditor spoke with the pedestrians who were carers working in the area.  They 

explained that this kerb caused a great deal of difficulty and that the reason they chose to begin the crossing from the road 

was because there were too many kerbs to negotiate. They also highlighted that passage along significant sections of the 

pavement of Broomfield Road caused challenges for wheelchair users  where it had been adapted to accommodate residents 

exiting their driveways. Typically such issues arise due to the resulting crossfall (i.e. sideways slope) on the pavement.  

13, 14 d 
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South of this location the path generally has a very good surface but there were areas during the audit that were muddy due 

to drains being clogged with leaves and a large puddle.  This made the path slippery and difficult to pass in places. This area 

has particularly good signage, as the path heads toward the coast.  The area feels open and welcoming in daylight.  There is 

little building frontage overlooking the path, with one side having a golf course and with Curlie Pond park bordering it.  

15 d 

The final stage of such journeys to the coast can be completed (if walking) on a footway running alongside the carriageway of 

a smaller road [TD], passing Montrose Golf Links. Conditions for cycling here may change seasonally/daily according to traffic 

levels. 

16  

The centre of Montrose [M] is 1.5-2km to the south of the property. This distance is in theory one which most people could 
cycle very easily and quickly.  
 
Any more direct route toward this requires the use of the A92, which has footways along its length. In general, these footways 
are overlooked by nearby property along most of this stretch, and it seems likely that many people (although perhaps not 
everybody) may consider that it remains welcoming enough after dark. However, it appears to carry significant traffic, and 
walking beside it may be made much less pleasant by traffic noise, risk from moving vehicles, and spray or water from the 
carriageway.  
 
It seems unlikely that many people would consider cycling here (other than those who have experience cycling on larger 
roads). 

17, 18 d 
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Recommendations 
 Project 

a The association should monitor whether the location chosen for cycle parking provides the easiest access to the path network and that 

the storage area is secure. 

 Immediate area 

b The association should ensure that the dropped kerb from the car parking area on Silver Way is of an appropriate gradient for the 

bicycles. 

c The association should monitor the conditions at the car parking area, seeking to ensure that footways remain clear.  

d The association could choose to make itself aware of the general barriers to walking and cycling that residents face, on the basis that it 

can add weight to their wishes or could choose to speak on their behalf in pursuing improved conditions. 

 

.
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Supporting photos 
 

 

 

1: The property at Silver Way. 2: Parking area with cars encroaching on the 

pedestrian area. 

  

3: Access to the street from the pathway. 4: Some sections of path may feel isolated. 

  

5: The local shop to the west of the path. 6: Footway condition (from the path to shop). 
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7:  Bins on the footway at Langley Avenue. 8:  Retail Park. 

  

9: Footway on Newhame Road nr McNab Avenue.  10: Junction at McNab Avenue and Newhame Rd. 

  

11: Forties Road (industrial estate) 12: Tunnel on the path (under A92) 
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13: Footway and road condition at the access to 

Broomfield Industrial Centre. 

14: Pedestrians choosing to cross Broomfield 

Avenue from the road. 

  

15: Slippery conditions on the path. 16: The path to the coast along Trail Drive. 

  

17: The A92 heading north. 18: The A92 heading south. 

 


